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�· Stat 100 Final Exam 
PRINT Last Name 

Form is either ABC DEF G HI (you don't know) 
PRINT First Name 

Spring 2014 

---------

Net ID Signature __________ _ 

Instructions- This is a closed book, closed notes exam. You have 3 hours to complete it. 

® Print and your Last and First name, then fiH in your Net ID, and signature. 

® At the end of this exam, you must return this Exam Booklet complete with an pages, and you 
must put your Scantron inside the booklet. You don't need to show any work on the exam 
booklet 

® Use a #2 pencil. Each question has only one answer. If you bubble in more than one 
answer, it will automatically be marked wrong. Erase mistakes completely. 

® This Exam Booklet is either Form A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H or I (9 different forms). You don't know 
which test form you have so you MUST put your Scantron form inside the exam booklet so the T As 
can correctly mark the test form box on your Scantron sheet after the exam. 

How to fm out the Scantron form 

e Print and bubble in your LAST NAME with NO SPACES starting in the left most column. Print 
your FIRST INITIAL in the right-most column. 

® Print and bubble in your Student ID number (UIN) in the Student Number box. 
rr===================:::;i 

• In the section box, fill in the corresponding number

® Print and bubble in the date in the Date box. 

® Leave the FORM box blank. 

in Section Box: Print and bubble in the number 

below according to your section 
" Section C1 (Karle 10am) use 00002 
.. Section P1 (Karle 1pm) use 00004 
" Section H1 (Karle 12pm) use 00005 
.. Section F1 (Ellen Fireman) use 00003 
.. Section G1 (Uma Ravat) use 00001 

® Print and bubble in your NET ID in the NETWORK ID box. This is IMPORTANT, you may lose 

points if your netid is wrong (e.g. net id's should have no spaces; jkim 58 is WRONG, jkim58 is 
correct). 

e Write STAT JOO on the COURSE line. 

• Write Karle Laska on the INSTRUCTOR line.

• Write CJ on the SECTION line.

Final Exam Scores will be posted on Compass on 
May 16. Bonus Notebook points will be posted 
on Compass by tomorrow night. Check Compass 
to make sure your points were recorded. 

• Sign your name, and right underneath the student signature line PRINT your name
CHECK NOW THAT YOU HA VE COMPLETED ALL OF THE STEPS. Before starting work, check to make sure 
that your test booklet is complete. You should have 16 pages (100 problems), including 3 tables, the 
Normal, the t-Table and the chi-square table. 

l of 16 pages (100 problems) 
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***Warning***
This practice final does not have box plot questions. There WILL be some on the final! Please study accordingly. You can 
practice box plots by doing the practice homework on box plots. There are also box plot questions on all exam 2 practice 
exams.
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Stat 100 Final Exam Spring 2014 
The next 4 questions pertain to the following poll: A CBS News poll asked a nation- wide random sample of 1,000 adults the question: "Do you think the federal minimum wage should be raised above the current rate of$7.25 an hour?" 69% answered "Yes" and 31% answered "No" 
65) What most closely resembles the relevant box model?a) It has 1,000 tickets, 69% are marked "l" and 3 I% are marked "O"b) It has l ,000 tickets marked with dollar amounts ranging from $0.00 to $12.00 ..,.£kt has millions of tickets. 69% are marked "l" and 31 % are marked "O". �t has millions of tickets marked l and 0, but the exact amounts ·are unknown and estimated from our sample to be 69°·, and 31 % respectively. 
66) Which one of the statements below is true? fV oJo ::: p.erClfl+ r£ 'le'G \; i'I\ boxThe expected value for the% of all US minimum wage workers who would answer "Yes" to t

.
he question is 69%. The expected value for the % of all US adults who would answer "Yes" to the question is 69%. The expected value for the % of all US business executives would answer "No" to the question is 3 l %. d) All of the above are true.e) None of the above are true.

67) ls it�sible to compute a 95% confidence interval for the percent of all US adults who would answer "Yes" to the question? a Yes, a 95% confidence interval is approximately 69% +/- 3% e,q :t '\J# b't ;,(. � 3l 100 ) Yes, a 95% confidence interval is approximately 69% +/- 0.46% .. � X. 

68) 
c) No, because we're not given the SD of the sample. ·IJ J 000 d) No. The responses do not follow a normal distribution.

(�/L:t._ 2> If the sample size was multiplied by 9 (from 1000 to 9 000) then I� of the sample percent and the width of the confidence interval would be ... a) multiplied by 9 b) multiplied by 3 �ivided by 9 d) divided by 3 e) Not changed 
The next 6 questions pertain to the following situation: My 3-year old niece, Mary Anne, is a football genius! In the 2012 season, I asked Mary Anne to predict whether the Chicago Bears would win or lose before each game. Out of the 16 regular season games, Mary Anne had correctly predicted the outcome of l O games. You, as a statistician, are skeptical and decide to test the Null Hypothesis that Mary Anne is just guessing. 
69) What is in the Null Box?a) 16 tickets: JO marked "I" and 6 marked "O"b) 2 tickets: I marked "I" and l marked "-I"16 tickets: 8 marked "I" and 8 marked "-I"tickets: I marked "I" and l marked "O". tickets: I marked "l O" and I marked "-6" 
70) The&; draws are made __ replacement.

&6; with b) 16; without c) 10; with

0 � {oS.S 

d) JO; without e) 2; without
71) lfthe null hypothesis is true, how many games do you expect Mary Anne to �tly guess?a) 10 b)9 c) 7 d) 6 � 
72) Wh�tandard Error should be calculated?a SE of the Sum ) SE of the Average c) SE of the Percentd) No SE is needed- just SD of Prediction Errors (RMSE)e) No SE is needed- just SD
73) The z-statistic is l. W� the p-value?a) 6.5% L)6% c) 8% d) 10%

74) What is the best conclusion? 
e)31%

-t O l

eject the null, if Mary Anne was just guessing the chance that she'd correctly predict so many games is extremely small.e cannot reject the null, it's quite reasonable to believe that Mary Ann was just guessing. p I S 6), e can accept the null since we've proven that Mary Ann was guessing. 0
d) Reject the null, we've proven that Mary Anne is a football genius!
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